
Our Services
Exclusive use of our beautiful

outdoor venue. 

Unique photo opportunities

Use of two private suites for

changing.

The wedding and reception

area are covered by tiny

market lights (no extra lighting

needed).

Professionally landscaped

venue

Restroom facilities are

monitored and restocked with

supplies during the reception

Parking attendants

Use of a wedding arch

Dance floor area

Event set up and break down.

private oaks



Basic Package
private oaks
Exclusive use of the venue for 5
hours.
Event insurance
Security 
Event Management
Valet 
Tables and chairs provided for
50 people.

Deluxe Package

$5,000

$7,000
Exclusive use of the venue for
10 hours.
Event insurance
Security
Event Management
Valet 
Tables and chairs provided for
100 people.



Private Oaks is an outdoor venue, therefore

there will be no access to the inside of the

house. You may elect to have your wedding at

the front of the house, but there will be no

access granted to the inside of the house. Our

venue has two prime locations that the bride

may use for her wedding and reception.  

We provide all of our brides with a

recommended vendors list, which will help

you find: DJs, catering, bartenders, etc.  

private oaksW E D D I N G S  &  S P E C I A L  E V E N T S

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Private Oaks allows all parties to have two

additionally hours free of charge for event set

up and break down. Therefore, if the bride

chooses the Basic package, which allows

exclusive use of the property for 5 hours, the

bridal party will be allowed access one hour

before their event time starts and one hour

after their event time starts. Additional time is

$500 per hour.

We encourage all interested parties to

schedule a venue visit. To reserve our venue

for your big day you must pay a deposit.


